The upsurge in the volume of unwanted emails called spam has created an intense need for the development of more dependable and robust antispam filters. Machine learning methods of recent are being used to successfully detect and filter spam emails. We present a systematic review of some of the popular machine learning based email spam filtering approaches. Our review covers survey of the important concepts, attempts, efficiency, and the research trend in spam filtering. The preliminary discussion in the study background examines the applications of machine learning techniques to the email spam filtering process of the leading internet service providers (ISPs) like Gmail, Yahoo and Outlook emails spam filters. Discussion on general email spam filtering process, and the various efforts by different researchers in combating spam through the use machine learning techniques was done. Our review compares the strengths and drawbacks of existing machine learning approaches and the open research problems in spam filtering. We recommended deep leaning and deep adversarial learning as the future techniques that can effectively handle the menace of spam emails.
Introduction
In recent times, unwanted commercial bulk emails called spam has become a huge problem on the internet. The person sending the spam messages is referred to as the spammer. Such a person gathers email addresses from different websites, chatrooms, and viruses [1] . Spam prevents the user from making full and good use of time, storage capacity and network bandwidth. The huge volume of spam mails flowing through the computer networks have destructive effects on the memory space of email servers, communication bandwidth, CPU power and user time [2] . The menace of spam email is on the increase on yearly basis and is responsible for over 77% of the whole global email traffic [3] . Users who receive spam emails that they did not request find it very irritating. It is also resulted to untold financial loss to many users who have fallen victim of internet scams and other fraudulent practices of spammers who send emails pretending to be from reputable companies with the intention to persuade individuals to disclose sensitive personal information like passwords, Bank Verification Number (BVN) and credit card numbers.
According to report from Kaspersky lab, in 2015, the volume of spam emails being sent reduced to a 12-year low. Spam email volume fell below 50% for the first time since 2003. In June 2015, the volume of spam emails went down to 49.7% and in July 2015 the figures was further reduced to 46 .4% according to anti-virus software developer Symantec. This decline was attributed to reduction in the number of major botnets responsible for sending spam emails in billions. Malicious spam email volume was reported to be constant in 2015. The figure of spam mails detected by Kaspersky Lab in 2015 was between 3 million and 6 million. Conversely, as the year was about to end, spam email volume escalated. Further report from Kaspersky Lab indicated that spam email messages having pernicious attachments such as malware, ransomware, malicious macros, and JavaScript started to increase in December 2015. That drift was sustained in 2016 and by March of that year spam email volume had quadrupled with respect to that witnessed in 2015. In March 2016, the volume of spam emails discovered by Kaspersky Lab is 22, 890, 956 . By that time the volume of spam emails had skyrocketed to an average of 56.92% for the first quarter of 2016. Latest statistics shows that spam messages accounted for 56.87% of e-mail traffic worldwide and the most familiar types of spam emails were healthcare and dating spam. Spam results into unproductive use of resources on Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) servers since they have to process a substantial volume of unsolicited emails [127] . The volume of spam emails containing malware and other malicious codes between the fourth quarter of 2016 and first quarter of 2018 is depicted in Fig. 1 below.
To effectively handle the threat posed by email spams, leading email providers such as Gmail, Yahoo mail and Outlook have employed the combination of different machine learning (ML) techniques such as Neural Networks in its spam filters. These ML techniques have the capacity to learn and identify spam mails and phishing messages by analyzing loads of such messages throughout a vast collection of computers. Since machine learning have the capacity to adapt to varying conditions, Gmail and Yahoo mail spam filters do more than just checking junk emails using pre-existing rules. They generate new rules themselves based on what they have learnt as they continue in their spam filtering operation. The machine learning model used by Google have now advanced to the point that it can detect and filter out spam and phishing emails with about 99.9 percent accuracy. The implication of this is that one out of a thousand messages succeed in evading their email spam filter. Statistics from Google revealed that between 50-70 percent of emails that Gmail receives are unsolicited mail. Google's detection models have also incorporated tools called Google Safe Browsing for identifying websites that have malicious URLs. The phishing-detection performance of Google have been enhanced by introduction of a system that delay the delivery of some Gmail messages for a while to carry out additional comprehensive scrutiny of the phishing messages since they are easier to detect when they are analyzed collectively. The purpose of delaying the delivery of some of these suspicious emails is to conduct a deeper examination while more messages arrives in due course of time and the algorithms are updated in real time. Only about 0.05 percent of emails are affected by this deliberate delay.
Though there are several email spam filtering methods in existence, the state-of-the-art approaches are discussed in this paper. We explained below the different categories of spam filtering techniques that have been widely applied to overcome the problem of email spam.
Content Based Filtering Technique:
Content based filtering is usually used to create automatic filtering rules and to classify emails using machine learning approaches, such as Naïve Bayesian classification, Support Vector Machine, K Nearest Neighbor, Neural Networks. This method normally analyses words, the occurrence, and distributions of words and phrases in the content of emails and used then use generated rules to filter the incoming email spams [28] . Case Base Spam Filtering Method: Case base or sample base filtering is one of the popular spam filtering methods. Firstly, all emails both non-spam and spam emails are extracted from each user's email using collection model. Subsequently, pre-processing steps are carried out to transform the email using client interface, feature extraction, and selection, grouping of email data, and evaluating the process. The data is then classified into two vector sets. Lastly, the machine learning algorithm is used to train datasets and test them to decide whether the incoming mails are spam or non-spam [28] . Heuristic or Rule Based Spam Filtering Technique: This approach uses already created rules or heuristics to assess a huge number of patterns which are usually regular expressions against a chosen message. Several similar patterns increase the score of a message. In contrast, it deducts from the score if any of the patterns did not correspond. Any message's score that surpasses a specific threshold is filtered as spam; else it is counted as valid. While some ranking rules do not change over time, other rules require constant updating to be able to cope effectively with the menace of spammers who continuously introduce new spam messages that can easily escape without been noticed from email filters [28] . A good example of a rule based spam filter is SpamAssassin [35] . Previous Likeness Based Spam Filtering Technique: This approach uses memory-based, or instance-based, machine learning methods to classify incoming emails based to their resemblance to stored examples (e.g. training emails). The attributes of the email are used to create a multi-dimensional space vector, which is used to plot new instances as points. The new instances are afterward allocated to the most popular class of its K-closest training instances [33] . This approach uses the k-nearest neighbor (kNN) for filtering spam emails. Adaptive Spam Filtering Technique: The method detects and filters spam by grouping them into different classes. It divides an email corpus into various groups, each group has an emblematic text. A comparison is made between each incoming email and each group, and a percentage of similarity is produced to decide the probable group the email belongs to [137] .
Many researchers and academicians have proposed different email spam classification techniques which have been successfully used to classify data into groups. These methods include probabilistic, decision tree, artificial immune system [4] , support vector machine (SVM) [5] , artificial neural networks (ANN) [6] , and case-based technique [7] . It have been shown in literature that it is possible to use these classification methods for spam mail filtering by using content-based filtering technique that will identify certain features (normally keywords frequently utilised in spam emails). The rate at which these features appear in emails ascertain the probabilities for each characteristic in the email, after which it is measured against the threshold value. Email messages that exceed the threshold value are classified as spam [8] . ANN is a non-linear model that seeks to imitate the functions of biological neural networks. It is made up of simple processing components named neurons and carries out its computational operations by processing information [9, 10] . Several research work have employed neural network to classify unwanted emails as spam by applying content-based filtering. These techniques decide the properties by either computing the rate of occurrence of keywords or patterns in the email messages. Literatures show that Neural Network algorithms that are utilised in email filtering attain moderate classification performance. Some of the most popular spam email classification algorithms are Multilayer Perceptron Neural Networks (MLPNNs) and Radial Base Function Neural Networks (RBFNN).
Researchers used MLPNN as a classifier for spam filtering but not many of them used RBFNN for classification. Support Vector Machines (SVM) has proved over the years to be one of the most powerful and efficient state-of-the-art classification techniques for solving the email spam problem [78] . They are supervised learning models that analyze data and identify patterns used for categorisation and exploring the relationship between variables of interest. SVM algorithms are very potent for the identification of patterns and classifying them into a specific class or group. They can be easily trained and according to some researchers, they outperform many of the popular email spam classification methods [130, 131] . This is because during training, SVM use data from email corpus. However, for high dimension data, the strength and efficacy of SVM diminish over time due to computational complexities of the processed data [132, 133] . According to [134] , SVM is a good classifier due to its sparse data format and satisfactory recall and precision value. SVM has high classification accuracy. Moreover, SVM is considered a notable example of "kernel methods", which is one of the central areas of machine learning. Decision tree is another machine learning algorithm that has been successfully applied to email spam filtering. Decision trees (DT) need comparatively minute effort from users during training of datasets. DT completely perform variable analysis or feature selection of the email corpus data training. The performance of a tree does not depend on the relationships among parameters. A great benefit of decision tree is its capacity to assign unambiguous values to problems, decisions, and results of every decision [135] . This decreases vagueness in decision-making. Another huge advantage of the decision tree compared to other machine learning techniques is the fact that it makes open all the likely options and follows each option to its end in one view, giving room for straightforward evaluation among the different nodes of the tree. Despite the numerous advantages of Decision tree, it still has some drawbacks which are: unless there is appropriate pruning, controlling tree growth can be very difficult. Decision trees are a nonparametric machine learning algorithm that is incredibly adaptable and vulnerable to overfitting of training data [135] . This makes them to some extent poor classifiers and limit their classification accuracy. The different types of Decision trees that have been applied to email spam filtering are NBTree Classifier [80] , C4.5/J48 Decision Tree Algorithm [81] and Logistic Model Tree Induction (LMT) [80] . Naïve Bayes is another wonderful machine learning algorithm that has been applied in email spam filtering. A Naive Bayes (NB) classifier simply apply Bayes' theorem on the context classification of each email, with a strong assumption that the words included in the email are independent of each other [38] . NB is desirable for email spam filtering because of its simplicity, ease of implementation and quick convergence compared to conditional models such as logistic regression [136] . It needs fewer training data. It is very scalable. No bottleneck is created by increase in the number of predictors and discrete unit of information [136] . NB can be used to solve both classification problems involving two or more classes. It can be used to make forecasting that is subject to or involving probability variation. They can effectively manage continuous and discrete data. NB algorithms are not susceptible to irrelevant features. Naıve Bayes algorithm is predominantly famous in business-related and open-source spam filters [51] . This is because apart from the advantages listed above, NB needs little training time or speedy assessment to detect and filter email spam. NB filters need training that can be offered by the earlier set of non-spam and spam messages [136] . It keeps the record of the changes that take place in each word that occurs in legitimate, illegitimate messages, and in both. NB can be applied to spam messages in diverse datasets having different features and attribute [136] .
Stochastic optimization techniques such as evolutionary algorithms (EAs) have also been applied to spam filtering. This is because they do not have any sophisticated mathematical computation. Also, they can handle the solutions generated, they seek to recognise individuals that have the optimal solutions for the problem [11] . Several earlier works exist that integrated Genetic Algorithms with Neural Networks [12] to enhance the performance of neural network algorithms. A related approach of evolutionary computation methods such as Genetic Algorithms (GAs) is Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), which is a technique that can be used for optimizing many continuous nonlinear functions and classification techniques. PSO is inspired by the social behaviour of animals such as flocks of bird and shoal of fishes. It has been applied in many areas of human endeavour such as neural network, swarm robotics, telecommunications, signal processing, data mining, and several other applications [129] . PSO algorithm operates on a population (swarm) of particles, with the characteristic of no crossover and mutation calculation as found in genetic algorithm. Every particle have a position and velocity. Each of the particle is a potential solution in the swarm. This makes it easy to implement [13] . What appears to be the most efficient spam filtering approach now is the automatic email filtering which have successfully been used for frustrating the malicious intentions of spammers. Some years back, the largest part of the spam email can be efficiently addressed by stopping emails originating from specified addresses or remove messages with specific subject lines. More deceitful and sophisticated techniques such as utilising arbitrary sender addresses and/or inserting haphazard characters to the beginning or the end of the message subject line are now been used by spammers to surmount the hurdle posed by the filtering methods [9] . Owing to the fact that a good number of real-world filters make use of the amalgamation of ML and application-specific knowledge in the form of hand-coded rules, comprehending the revolutionising attributes of spam is also germane, and many studies have been done on this subject [14, 15] . However, in spite of the increasing research efforts on spam filtering, the growth of spam emails is still on alarming rate. This is evident with spammers devising more sophisticated methods for dodging detection, a very good example are emails with stego images (i.e. images with information hidden inside).
The two common approaches used for filtering spam mails are knowledge engineering and machine learning. Emails are classified as either spam or ham using a set of rules in knowledge engineering. The person using the filter, or the software company that stipulates a specific rule-based spam-filtering tool must create a set of rules. Using this method does not guarantee efficient result since there is need to continually update the rules. This can lead to time wastage and it is not suitable especially for naive users. Machine learning approach have proved to be more efficient than knowledge engineering approach. No rule is required to be specified, rather a set of training samples which are pre-classified email messages are provided. A particular machine learning algorithm is then used to learn the classification rules from these email messages [16] . Several studies have been carried out on machine learning techniques and many of these algorithms are being applied in the field of email spam filtering. Examples of such algorithms include Deep Learning, Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machines, Neural Networks, K-Nearest Neighbour, Rough sets, and Random Forests. The contributions of this work are given as follows: a. We did a comprehensive evolutionary survey of the most important features of email spam, the evolution and developments. Through this, we highlighted some interesting research gaps and research directions. b. We discussed the architectures of spam filters and the application of ML techniques to spam filtering process of Gmail, Yahoo mail and Outlook mail. The different components of the email spam filter were vividly discussed. c. We presented an elaborate study of several techniques applied to email spam filtering and presented a phenomenal review of literatures on spam email filtering over the period (2004) (2005) (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) (2016) (2017) (2018) . d. We exposed researchers to some powerful machine learning algorithms that are not yet explored in spam filtering. e. We stated in clear terms our findings on some open research problems in relation to spam filtering and recommended proactive steps for the development of machine learning techniques to curb future evolving of new variants of spam that might find it easy to evade filters.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a succinct account of previous reviews, Section 3 is the background discussion, Section 4 describes the performance measures for evaluating the effectiveness of spam filters, Section 5 explains the machine learning algorithms that have found application in spam filtering, Section 6 is the comparative studies of existing machine learning techniques used in spam filtering, Section 7 unveils open research problems in machine learning for spam filtering and future direction before concluding in Section 8.
To increase the readability of the manuscript and also enhance the understanding of the readers, the structure of this paper is depicted in Fig. 2 below: 
Related work
There is a rapid increase in the interest being shown by the global research community on email spam filtering. In this section, we present similar reviews that have been presented in the literature in this domain. This method is followed so as to articulate the issues that are yet to be addressed and to highlight the differences with our current review. Lueg [17] presented a brief survey to explore the gaps in whether information filtering and information retrieval technology can be applied to postulate Email spam detection in a logical, theoretically grounded manner, in order to facilitate the introduction of spam filtering technique that could be operational in an efficient way. However, the survey did not present the details of the Machine learning algorithms, the simulation tools, the publically available datasets and the architecture of the email spam environment. It also fails short of presenting the parameters used by previous researches in evaluating other proposed techniques. Wang [18] reviewed the different techniques used to filter out unsolicited spam emails. The paper also to categorized email spams into different hierarchical folders, and automatically regulate the tasks needed to response to an email message. However, some of the limitations of the review article are that; machine learning techniques, email spam architecture, comparative analysis of previous algorithms and the simulation environment were all not covered. The paper titled "Spam filtering and email-mediated applications" chronicles the details of email spam filtering system. It then presented a framework for a new technique for linking multiple filters with an innovative filtering model using ensemble learning algorithm. The article also explained the notion of operable email (OE) in an email-mediated application. Furthermore, a demonstration was made of OE in executing an email assistant and other intelligent applications on the world social email network [19] . However, the survey paper did not cover recent articles as it was published more than a decade ago. Cormack [20] reviewed previously proposed spam filtering algorithms up to 2008 with specific emphasis on efficiency of the proposed systems. The main focus of the review is to explore the relationships between email spam filtering with other spam filtering systems in communication and storage media. The paper also scrutinized the characterization of email spams, including the user's information requirements and the function of the spam sieve as a constituent of a huge and complex information system. However, certain important components of spam filters were not considered in the survey. These includes; the architecture of the system, the simulation environment and the comparative analysis of the performance of the reviewed filters.
Sanz, Hidalgo, and P erez [21] detailed the research issues related to email spams, in what way it affects users, and by what means users and providers can reduce it effects. The paper also enumerates the legal, economic, and technical measures used to mediate the email spams. They pointed out that based on technical measures, content analysis filters have been extensively used and proved to have reasonable percentage of accuracy and precision as a result, the review focused more on them, detailing how they work. The research work explained the organization and the procedure of many machine learning approaches utilized for the purpose of filtering email spams. However, the review did not cover recent research articles in this area as it was published in 2008 and comparative analysis of the different content filters was also missing. A brief study on E-mail image spam filtering methods was presented by [22] . The study concentrated on email antispam filtering approaches used to transfer from text-based techniques to image-based methods. Spam and the spam filters premeditated to reducing it have spawned an upsurge in creativeness and inventions. However, the study did not cover machine learning techniques, simulation tools, dataset corpus and the architecture of email spam filtering techniques.
Bhowmick and Hazarika [23] presented a broad review of some of the popular content-based e-mail spam filtering methods. The paper focused mostly on machine learning algorithms for spam filtering. They surveyed the important concepts, efforts, effectiveness, and the trend in spam filtering. They discussed the fundamentals of e-mail spam filtering, the changing nature of spam, the tricks of spammers to evade spam filters of e-mail service providers (ESPs), and also examined the popular machine learning techniques used in combating the menace of spam. Laorden et al. [24] presented a detailed revision of the usefulness of anomaly discovery used for Email spam filtering that decreases the requirement of classifying email spam messages and only works with the representation of single class of emails. The review contains a demonstration of the first anomaly based spam sieving method, an improvement of the method, which used a data minimization technique to the characterized dataset corpus to decrease processing phase while retaining recognition rates and an investigation of the appropriateness of selecting non-spam emails or spam as a demonstration of normality.
This current review differed from the previous reviews presented in the preceding paragraph by focusing more on revisiting machine learning techniques used for email spam filtering. The review intends to cover the architecture of the email spam filtering systems, parameters used for comparative analysis, simulation tools and the dataset corpus. The period under review also include all recent research articles that are found to be useful for the advancement of the email spam filtering methods s shown in Table 1 below.
Background
Here we discussed the architecture of email server and the stages in processing email. We explained the different stages involved in preprocessing and feature selection.
Email spam filtering architecture
Spam filtering is aimed at reducing to the barest minimum the volume of unsolicited emails. Email filtering is the processing of emails to rearrange it in accordance to some definite standards. Mail filters are generally used to manage incoming mails, filter spam emails, detect and eliminate mails that contain any malicious codes such as virus, trojan or malware. The workings of email is influence by some basic protocols which include the SMTP. Some of the widely used Mail User Agents (MUAs) are Mutt, Elm, Eudora, Microsoft Outlook, Pine, Mozilla Thunderbird, IBM notes, Kmail, and Balsa. They are email clients that assists the user to read and compose emails. Spam filters can be deployed at strategic places in both clients and servers.
Spam filters are deployed by many Internet Service Providers (ISPs) at every layer of the network, in front of email server or at mail relay where there is the presence of firewall [25] . The firewall is a network security system that monitors and manages the incoming and outgoing network traffic based on predetermined security rules. The email server serves as an incorporated anti-spam and anti-virus solution providing a comprehensive safety measure for email at the network perimeter [26] . Filters can be implemented in clients, where they can be mounted as add-ons in computers to serve as intermediary between some endpoint devices [27] . Filters block unsolicited or suspicious emails that are a threat to the security of network from getting to the computer system. Also, at the email level, the user can have a customized spam filter that will block spam emails in accordance with some set conditions [28] .
3.1.1. How Gmail, Yahoo and Outlook emails spam filters work Different spam filtering formulas have been employed by Gmail, Ou tlook.com and Yahoo Mail to deliver only the valid emails to their users and filter out the illegitimate messages. Conversely, these filters also sometimes erroneously block authentic messages. It has been reported that about 20 percent of authorization based emails usually fail to get to the inbox of the expected recipient. The email providers have designed various mechanisms for use in email anti-spam filter to curtail the dangers posed by phishing, email-borne malware and ransomware to email users. The mechanisms are used to decide the risk level of each incoming email. Examples of such mechanisms include satisfactory spam limits, sender policy frameworks, whitelists and blacklists, and recipient verification tools. These mechanisms can be used by single or multiple users. When the satisfactory spam thresholds is too low it can lead to more spam evading the spam filter and entering the users' inboxes. Meanwhile having a very high threshold can lead to some important emails being isolated unless the administrator redirects them. This section discusses the operations of Gmail, Yahoo and Outlook emails antispam filters. Outlook.com is a collection of applications from Microsoft, one of which is Outlook webmail service. Outlook webmail service allows the users to send and receive emails in their web browser. It allows the users to connect cloud storage services to their account so that when they want to send an email with file attachments, they can select files from not only their computer and OneDrive account but also from Google Drive, Box, and Dropbox account. Moreover, Outlook webmail service also allows users to encrypt their email messages and disallow the recipient from forwarding the email. Whenever a message is encrypted in Outlook.com, it is only the person with the password that will be able to decrypt the message and read it. This is a security measure that guarantees that only the intended recipient is permitted to read the message. The main difference between Outlook.com webmail service and the MS Outlook desktop application is that Outlook desktop application allows you to send and receive emails, via an email server, while Outlook.com is an email server. Outlook.com webmail service on-the-other-hand is for business and professionals who rely on email. Moreover, MS Outlook desktop application is a commercial software that comes along with the Microsoft Office package. It is a computer software program that provides services like email management, address book, notebook, a web browser and a calendar which allows users to plan their programmes and arrange upcoming meetings. About 400 million users are using Ou tlook.com. Statistics shows that their site receives about eight billion emails a day and out of which 30%-35% of those emails are delivered to the users' inboxes. Outlook.com have its own distinctive methods of filtering email spams.
Email spam filtering process
An email message is made up of two major components which are the header and the body. The header is the area that have broad information about the content of the email. It includes the subject, sender and receiver. The body is the heart of the email. It can include information that does not have a pre-defined data. Examples include web page, audio, video, analog data, images, files, and HTML markup. The email header is comprised of fields such as sender's address, the recipient's address, or timestamp which indicate when the message was sent by intermediary servers to the Message Transport Agents (MTAs) that function as an office for organising mails. The header line usually starts with a "From" and it goes through some modification whenever it moves from one server to another through an in-between server. Headers allow the user to view the route the email passes through, and the time taken by each server to treat the mail. The available information have to pass through some processing before the classifier can make use of it for filtering [29] . Fig. 3 below depicts a mail server architecture and how spam filtering is done.
The necessary stages that must be observed in the mining of data from an email message can be categorised into the following: 
Pre-processing: This is the first stage that is executed whenever an incoming mail is received. This step consists of tokenization.
Tokenization: This is a process that removes the words in the body of an email. It also transforms a message to its meaningful parts. It takes the email and divides it into a sequence of representative symbols called tokens. Subramaniam, Jalab and Taqa [30] emphasised that these representative symbols are extracted from the body of the email, the header and subject. Guzella and Caminhas [16] asserted that the process of replacing information with distinctive identification symbols will extricate all the characteristics and words from the email exclusive of taking into account the meaning Feature selection: Sequel to the pre-processing stage is the feature selection phase. Feature selection a kind of reduction in the measure of spatial coverage that effectively exemplifies fascinating fragments of email message as a compressed feature vector. The technique is beneficial when the size of the message is large and a condensed feature representation is needed to make the task of text or image matching snappy [31] . Advance fee fraud, including inheritance, lottery, visa and customs-clearance scams, Romance scams, including marketing sex enhancement drugs to cure erection dysfunctional, online dating, military scams, Ads for porn sites, Ads for miscellaneous external sites, earning big money through "work-from-home" jobs, online shopping, pleading and gift requests, business proposals and others. Some 
Publicly available email spam corpus
The dataset contained in a corpus plays a crucial role in assessing the performance of any spam filter. Though there are many conventional datasets that are usually used for classifying text, it is just of recent that some researchers in the field of spam filtering are making the corpus used for evaluating the effectiveness of their proposed filter available to the public. A comprehensive list of the corpora made available to the public in the different techniques reviewed in this paper are in Table 2 . Individual corpus possesses incredibly distinctive qualities which are indicated by the related information applied in the experiments conducted to evaluate the performance of the spam filter.
Analysis

Performance evaluation measures
Spam filters are usually evaluated on large databases containing ham and spam messages that are publicly available to users. An example of the performance measures that are used is classification accuracy (Acc). It is the comparative number of messages rightly classified, the percentage of messages rightly classified is used as an added measure for evaluating performance of the filter. It has however been highlighted that using Accuracy as the only performance indices is not sufficient. Other performance metrics such as recall, precision and derived measures used in the field of information retrieval must be considered, so also is false positives and false negatives used in decision theory. This is very important because of the costs attached to misclassification. When a spam message is wrongly classified as ham, it gives rise to a somewhat insignificant problem, because the only thing the user need to do is to delete such message. In contrast, when a non-spam message is wrongly labeled as Spam, this is obnoxious, because it indicates the possibility of losing valuable information as a result of the filter's classification error. This is very imperative especially in settings where Spam messages are automatically deleted. Therefore, it is inadequate to evaluate the performance of any Machine Learning algorithm used in spam filter using classification accuracy exclusively. Furthermore, in a setting that is lopsided or biased where the number of spam messages utilized for testing the performance of the filter is very much higher than that of ham messages, the classifier can record a very high accuracy by concentrating on the detection of spam messages solely. In a real world environment where there is nothing like zero probability of wrongly categorizing a ham message, it is required that a compromise be reached between the two kinds of errors, depending on the predisposition of user and the performance indicators used. The formulae for calculating the classification accuracy and classification error are depicted in Eqs. (1) and (2) below: Assuming NH ¼ Number of non-spam messages to be classified NS ¼ Number of spam messages to be classified
According to [23] , classification accuracy and error mutually take into account False Positive jH→Sj and False Negative jS→Hj occurrences to bear equal cost. It is necessary to point it out that disproportionate error costs is involved in spam filtering. Wrongly classifying a ham message as spam (also known as false positive event) is an expensive mistake compared to the spam message just evading the filter. Such incident is referred to as false negative event. When a legitimate e-mail is rightly classified as ham, it is called a true positive event jH→Hj. However, when a spam e-mail is rightly classified as spam, then a true negative event jS→Sj has occurred. Based on the above explanations, the false positive rate (FPR) can be defined as the ratio of ham or valid e-mails that are classified as spam. It is denoted using the formula in Eq. (3) below:
Also, allowing spam emails that have been infected with malwares, spywares, adware, Trojan, botnet, viruses, worms, or phishing baits such as messages claiming to be from social web sites, dating sites, auction sites, banks, online payment processors or IT administrators are usually used to entrap victims. This can cause the users monumental losses. The ratio of spam messages that were wrongly classified as ham is called false negative rate (FNR). This is one more apt metric for evaluating the performance of a filter. The formula for computing the FNR is in Eq. (4) below:
Spam filters with a drastically reduced FPR and FNR are said to have a better performance. These standard characteristics (FNR and FPR) represents the efficiency of filters that directly aim at the classification decision borderline devoid of generating the probability estimate. On the other hand, the efficiency of filters that explicitly estimate the group conditional probabilities and then execute classification based on estimated probabilities can be represented by a curve called ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) curve. ROC curve, is a graphical plot that demonstrates the analytical capability of a spam filter as its bias level is modified [48] . The ROC curve is generated by plotting the true positive rate (TPR) against the false positive rate (FPR) at different threshold settings [49] . The true positive rate is referred to as sensitivity, recall or probability of detection [49] in machine learning. The false-positive rate is referred to as the squabble or likelihood of false alarm. This is computed by subtracting the value of the specificity from 1 (i.e. 1 -specificity). ROC testing are an outstanding standard of performance measure in spam filtering [48] . When the ROC curve of a spam filter closely sits on top of another, such filter can be classified a filter with superior performance in all implementation setups [20] . The two metrics imported from the field of information retrieval 'recall' and 'precision' are respectively utilised for obtaining the efficiency and characteristic of spam filters [50] .
Given that 
Recall (Rs) also known as effectiveness can be defined as the comparative number of spam messages that the filter succeeded in preventing from entering email inbox. Precision (Ps) also described as the worth or reliability of the filter is calculated by dividing the number of messages categorised by the filter as spam but are truly ham by the total number of email messages [51, 33] . Evaluating the performances of different spam filters using (Rs) and (Ps) is delicate considering the different values that were involved in the computations that produced (Rs) and (Ps). According to [50, 51] , the cost of false positives is much more (λ times) than that of false negatives, where lambda (λ) is a numerical factor that stipulates how 'risky or 'harmful it is to wrongly classify a valid e-mail as spam. It also indicates how difficult it can be for the user to recuperate from such abysmal and unacceptable performance of the spam filter. Cost sensitivity should be considered as suggested [51] . This can be done by making every valid message as being equal to α messages. Clark [52] in his paper gave the formula for computing cost sensitive measures such as Weighted Accuracy (WAcc), Weighted Error Rate (WErr) and Total Cost Ratio (TCR). Total Cost Ratio is used for measuring the accuracy of filters, it was proposed by [50] . Higher TCR implies better performance. When the value of TCR <1, it is better not to use the filter. In a situation where the cost is proportionate to time squandered, TCR measures the amount of time squandered by the user to delete all spam messages by himself despite the fact that spam filter is installed. It then compares it to the time spent to manually remove the spam emails that evade the filter in addition to the time required to recoup from valid messages that were erroneously blocked. The two main strengths of TCR is that it is a single-figure measurement, while majority of the other cost sensitive measures require a minimum of two figures. This nonetheless can give the wrong impression about the effectiveness of a filter as a better TCR might denote a greatly reduced false positive rate or a very high hit rate with a relatively high FPR. Likewise, TCR appears to be susceptible to the stabilising of the corpus. The stability of the corpus is a situation whereby the volume of spam and nonspam messages in the corpus are at variance. Portability of the values is one of the drawbacks of the TCR. Also, comparison can only be drawn among TCR values when all evaluated TCRs were calculated by making use of similar λ. The formulae for computing the Weighted Accuracy (WAcc), Weighted Error Rate (WErr) and Total Cost Ratio (TCR) are represented in Eqs. (6), (7), and (8) below:
In computing cost sensitivity of filters, λ decides the strictness of penalty for wrongly classifying a non-spam email as spam. Integrated into the threshold is the cost sensitivity with the formula λ/(1 þ λ). The model is reconstructed and assessed on diverse kinds of strictness level of λ. Table 3 below explains different strata of cost sensitivity of model that have been taken into consideration:
From the above Table 3 , the efficiency of a filter for a given λ is compared with a baseline case by means of total cost ratio as explained in [16] . This a further prove of the enhancement derived from the use of filter. The λ is used for fine-tuning the weight of false positive and its performance is assessed by the cost sensitivity. The three values used for λ (999, 9, and 1) exemplify the conditions whereby a false positive is 999 times more expensive, or a false positive is 9 times an expensive error more than a false negative, or false positive and false negative are equal. Another metric for measuring the performance of a filter is the F-measure (F1-score or F-score). It is a measure of the accurateness of a test and is described as the weighted harmonic mean of the precision (Ps) and recall (Rs) of the test in a single equation. F-measure make use of a parameter that enables a compromise to be reached concerning recall and precision. F1 is the traditional F-measure that is commonly used and it presents uniform weight to recall and precision as shown in Eqs. (9) and (10) .
In a situation where we have 0 < Beta<1, it gives more importance to the precision while when we have Beta>1, it gives more importance to the recall. It is glaring that F-measure (F1-score) is an exclusive case of weighted F-measure when Beta ¼ 1.
Materials & methods
Of recent, spam mail classification is normally handled by machine learning (ML) algorithms intended to differentiate between spam and non-spam messages. Machine learning algorithms achieve this by using an automatic and adaptive technique. Rather than depending on handcoded rules that are susceptible to the perpetually varying characteristics of spam messages, ML methods have the capacity to obtain information from a set of messages provided, and then use the acquired information to classify new messages that it just received. According to [53] , ML algorithms have the capacity to perform better based on their experience. In this section we will review some of the most popular machine learning methods that have been applied to spam detection.
Clustering technique
Clustering deals with classifying a group of patterns into related classes. Clustering is a type of approach used in dividing objects or case examinations into comparatively similar collections known as clusters. Clustering techniques have drawn the attention of many researchers and academicians of recent and it has been applied in different fields of application. Clustering algorithms which are unsupervised learning tools are used on e-mail spam datasets which usually have true labels. Provided there are appropriate representations, a good number of clustering algorithms have the ability to classify e-mail spam datasets into either ham or spam clusters. Whissell and Clarke [54] proved this in their research work on e-mail spam clustering. The outputs were remarkably noteworthy as their technique performed better than those of existing modern semi-supervised techniques, thereby demonstrating that clustering can be a formidable technique for filtering spam e-mails. It classifies objects or opinions in such a manner that objects in the same group are more similar to each other than to those in other group. Two types of clustering methods that have been used for spam classification are density-based clustering and K-nearest neighbours (kNN). In [55] , density based clustering is another method of document clustering which has been exploited to solve spam classification problem. As asserted by the authors, the method have the capacity to process encrypted messages, thereby upholding its confidentiality. The success of the technique is subject to its ability to locate sensitive comparators. The comparators are normally characterised with either speed or sensitivity. Locating the comparators that have speed and are sufficiently sensitive is the major barrier to the success of this technique.
kNN is a distribution free method, which does not rely on assumptions that the data is drawn from a given probability distribution [56] . This is rather important because in the real world, nearly all of the applied data disobey the standard hypothetical postulations made (such as Gaussian mixture, linearly separable, and others). Non-parametric algorithms like kNN can be used to salvage such situation. In kNN classifier, the classification model is not built from data, rather classification is carried out by matching the test instance with K training examples and decision is made as to which group it belong to depending on the resemblance to K closest neigbours [57] . The kNN is termed a lazy learner since the training data points is not used by it to perform generalisation. Simply put, there is no obvious training stage and if it exists it is extremely small. The implication is that the algorithm has a moderately speedy training phase. The absence of universality necessitates kNN to store all the training data. To be precise, the entire training data is required throughout the testing phase as decisions are made based on the complete training data set. The contradiction is quite clear here that there is no significant training stage, rather there is an extensive testing stage. There is an overhead cost of both time and memory. Additional time may possibly be required in the most awful case. Added memory is required to store all training data neigbours [57] . The authors in [58] opined that some of the strengths of kNN algorithm includes: there is no explicit training phase or it is very minimal. Once data is loaded into memory, it begins its classification process.
In [58] , the steps involved in a simple kNN algorithm for filtering spam mails is described in the algorithm below. Here Neighbours 
Naïve Bayes classifier
The Bayesian classification exemplifies a supervised learning technique and at the same time a statistical technique for classification. It acts as a fundamental probabilistic model and let us seize ambiguity about the model in an ethical way by influencing the probabilities of the results. It is used to provide solution to analytical and predictive problems [123] . Bayesian classification is named after Thomas Bayes (1702-1761), who proposed the algorithm. The classification offers practical learning algorithms and previous knowledge and experimental data can be merged. Bayesian Classification offers a beneficial viewpoint for comprehending and appraising several learning algorithms. It computes exact likelihoods for postulation and it is robust to noise in input data. A Naive Bayes classifier is a straightforward probabilistic classifier that is founded on Bayes theorem with sound assumptions that are independent in nature. A better expression for the probability model should be autonomous characteristic model [59, 60] as shown in Eq. (11):
Bayes Theorem: Prob ðB given AÞ ¼ Prob ðA and BÞ=Prob ðAÞ
The notion of class restrictive autonomy was created to make computation easier, and is the basis of tagging the algorithm 'naïve'.
Nevertheless, the algorithm is effective and very robust. It performs just like other supervised learning algorithms. There have been an upsurge in the acceptance of NB as a simple and computationally efficient algorithm with satisfactory performances in solving real-world problems. As a result of its exceptional qualities, NB classifiers has found application as classification algorithm in text, spam email, sentiment analysis, recommender systems, spam reviews, and other online applications. Naive Bayes classifiers are particularly utilised in text classification (because it [61] . Virtually all the statistic-based spam filtering techniques are using Naïve Bayes' classifier to group the statistics of each token to a total score [62, 126] , and the score is used in making resolution on the filtering. According to [63] , the token T which denote the spamminess (spam rating) is computed as illustrated in Eq. (12):
Where: There will be need to merge the different token's spamminess to calculate the overall message spamminess in order to compute the probability for a message M with tokens {T 1 ,......,T N }. Computing the product of specific token's spamminess and comparing it with the product of specific token's hamminess is a straightforward way to make classifications. It is represented in Eq. (13) below:
The message is classified as spam if the total spamminess product S [M] is greater than the hamminess product H [M]. The above description in [63] is used in the Naïve Bayes classification algorithm for email spam classification depicted below: 
Neural networks
Artificial Neural Networks are groups of simple processing units which are interconnected, and communicate with one another by means of a sizable number of weighted connections. Each of the units accepts input from the neighbouring units and external sources and calculates the output that is transmitted to other neighbours. The medium for finetuning the weights of the connections is also made available. Neural networks are potent algorithm for solving any machine-learning problem that requires classification [64] . Due to their resourcefulness, they are evolving as a major tool in the machine-learning researcher's set of tools. Nevertheless, neural networks are not commonly used in the detection of spam email as one may possibly envisage. As an alternative, nearly all state-of-the-art spam filters use naïve Bayes classifiers. This is due primarily to Paul Graham's well-known work titled "A Plan for Spam." Naïve Bayes is an excellent method for spam classification with high accuracy (99.99þ%) and a low false-positive rate. What enhances its high accuracy is the huge number of well-interconnected processing components (neurons) that are working in harmony to provide solution to certain problems. For instance, Google recounted the increase in Gmail spam filters' accuracy from 99.5% to 99.9% after incorporating neural networks into it. This brings to mind that neural networks might be useful for improving the performance of spam filters, particularly when hybridised with Bayesian classification and other techniques. On the other hand, much research need to be done on the application of neural networks for spam detection, and nearly all of the current research takes the network configuration, momentum, and learning rate to be fixed. More research efforts needs to be focused on the efficacy of the network across datasets instead of the appropriateness of diverse network designs for the job [64] . According to [65] , there are generally three kinds of units. The workings of the system is synchronised so that a great number of the units can function in parallel. ANN can be customized to accept a set of inputs and generate the needed set of outputs. This process is referred to as learning or training. There are two types of training in neural network.
Supervised: Here, the network is given a set of inputs and matching output patterns, known as training dataset, to train the network. Unsupervised: In this instance, the network trains itself by producing groups of patterns. There is no earlier set of training data given to the system. There are two conventional types of neural networks that are usually implied whenever ANN is used. They are the perceptron and the multilayer perceptron. This section will attempt to explain the perceptron algorithm and its application to email spam filtering. Below is a perceptron algorithm which is a standard Neural Network algorithm. The perceptron assists in locating a linear function of the attribute vector f(x) ¼ w T x þ b such that f(x) > 0 for vectors of one group [1] , and f(x) < 0 for vectors of other group. Also, w ¼ (w 1, w 2 ,…w m ) are the weights of the function, and b is the supposed bias. The groups can be given the numbers þ1 and -1, so search for a function d(x) ¼ sign (w T x þ b) is carried out. The perceptron learning begins by randomly selecting parameters (w 0 ,b 0 ) of the resolution and repeatedly bringing them up-to-date. A training sample (x,c) is selected at the nth iteration of the algorithm to the extent that the present decision function now group it as incorrect (i.e. sign (w n x þ b n ) 6 ¼ c). The rule depicted by Eq. (14) below is used in updating the parameters (w n , b n ):
The criteria for terminating the algorithm is that a decision function must be located which accurately categorises all the training samples into different groups. The algorithm below is based on this explanation that was just given [66] . There are times when the training data cannot be separated linearly, in such cases the wisest action to take is to terminate the training algorithm once the number of data that are erroneously classified is sufficiently small [67] . The algorithm below represent the algorithm for a Perceptron Neural Network for email spam classification: The architecture of the Neural Network email spam classifier is depicted in Fig. 4 below.
Firefly algorithm
The firefly algorithm (FA) is a population based metaheuristic algorithm proposed by [68] . He got his inspiration from the sparkly behaviour of fireflies. The algorithm preserves and increase several candidate solutions by means of population physiognomies to direct the search [69] . The design of the algorithm was founded on the study of the concept of communication among fireflies at the time they are getting ready to copulate, and immediately they are exposed to danger. Fireflies share information among themselves by means of their sparkling attribute [70] . With about 2000 firefly species in the world, each one uses a dissimilar sparkling format. The fireflies normally generate a little spark with a particular format subject to what they are involved in. The light is generated by the biochemical production of light by living creatures. Depending on the form of the light, the right companion will communicate in return by either imitating the same form or answering back by using a precise form. Conversely, the intensity of light declines owing to distance. Therefore, a sparkling light exuding from a firefly gets a response from fireflies around it within a visual range of the flash. As [70, 71] noted that the properties of attraction and movement of fireflies could inspire an optimisation algorithm in which solutions follow better (brighter) solutions. The firefly algorithm for email spam classification is as shown below: 
Rough set classifiers
The rough set theory was proposed in 1982 by [72] in an effort to present a suitable framework for the automated conversion of data into knowledge. The technique is focused on the breakdown of categorisation of inexact, ambiguous or partial information stated in terms of the data gotten from experience. Rough set theory can be described as a recent mathematical method to fuzziness. The idea of Rough Set is built on the hypothesis that some knowledge is associated with every object of the universe. RS is a mathematical tool that concentrates on uncertainty [73] . It is in accordance with the notion that any inexact model can be estimated from underneath and from overhead by employing an association that is imperceptible in nature. One of the major feature of the RS philosophy is the need to discover redundancy and dependencies between features [74] . Rough Set theory has been applied to spam filtering because it provides efficient and less time consuming algorithms to extract hidden patterns in data. It also has the capacity to identify with ease the relationships that other conventional statistical techniques are finding difficult to find. Moreover, it accepts the use of both quantitative and qualitative data. It has the ability to estimate the minimum sets of data needed for grouping jobs.
Discovering the importance of data and creating a group of decision rules from the given data set are part of the strength of the RS classifiers.
It is important to note that rough set theory expresses imprecision by using a borderline section of a set rather than by way of membership.
Having the borderline section of a set empty implies that the set has been clearly defined (exact), if not the set is said to be rough (inexact). For a borderline section that contains at least one element in the set signifies that what we know about the set is not enough to exactly describe the set. According to [75] , it can be observed that Rough Set techniques allow users to evaluate the significance of data. It allows the user to automatically generate the sets of decision rules from data. It is easy to understand. It offers straightforward interpretation of obtained results. It is suitable for concurrent (parallel/distributed) processing [76] . Fig. 5 below shows the email filtering process workflow of the Rough Set approach from the user mailbox. The algorithm for spam email classification using rough set below is adopted from [100] : 
Support vector machine classifiers
Support Vector Machines (SVM) are supervised learning algorithms that have been proven to perform better than some other attendant learning algorithms [128] . SVM is a group of algorithms proposed by [77] for solving classification and regression problems. SVM has find application in providing solution to quadratic programming problems that have inequality constraints and linear equality by differentiating different groups by means of a hyperplane. It takes full advantage of the boundary [78] . Though the SVM might not be as fast as other classification methods, the algorithm draws its strength from its high accuracy because of its capacity to model multidimensional borderlines that are not sequential or straightforward. SVM is not easily susceptible to a situation where a model is disproportionately complex such as having numerous parameters comparative to the number of observations. These qualities make SVM the ideal algorithm for application in the areas of digital handwriting recognition, text categorization, speaker recognition, and so on. We briefly describe the binary C-SVM classifier which was explained in [79] . Here C denote the cost parameter to regulate modeling error which arises when a function is too closely fit to a limited set of data points by penalising the error ξ. During training, assuming we have a set of data to be trained, hypothetically there is only a merger of parameter (C, γ) which have the ability to produce the most superior SVM classifier. Grid-search on parameter C and γ is the only viable technique usually applied in SVM training to obtain this merger of parameter. The k-fold rotation estimation is employed in grid search to choose the SVM classifier with the most ideal rotation estimation prediction of accuracy [79] . The SVM training and classification algorithm for spam emails is presented in the algorithm below: 
Decision tree
A Decision Tree (DT) is a type of classifier whose pattern looks like that of a tree structure. According to [28, 98] , decision tree induction is a distinctive technique that leads to gaining knowledge on classification. Each node of a DT is either a leaf node that specifies the value of the intended feature (class). It can also be a decision node that indicates certain test to be conducted on the value of a feature, with one branch and a sub-tree (which is a subset of the larger tree) representing every likely result of the test. A decision tree can be employed to provide solution to classification problem by beginning at the root of the tree and going through it until it gets to a leaf node that gives the classification result. Decision tree learning is an approach that have been applied to spam filtering. The aim is to produce a DT model and train the model in order for it to forecast the value of a goal variable centered on a number of input variables. The respective inner node communicates with some of the input variables [124] . Individual leaf denotes a value of the goal variable provided that the values of the input variables are from the path that leads from the root to the leaf. It is possible to learn a tree by breaking the fundamental set into different subsets depending on the value of the feature that was given before. This procedure is iterated for each resultant subset repeatedly which suggest the reason it is known as recursive partitioning. The recursion stops once all the subsets at a particular node all have goal variables that are similar. Another criteria that can lead to the termination of the recursion is when dividing the set is no more enhancing the predictions. There are different types of decision tree as explained below:
NBTree classifier
This is a type of decision tree that hybridised Naïve Bayes classifier with decision tree thereby combining the strengths of both algorithms. This approach works by applying Naïve Bayes classifier at the nodes while decision tree is developed with one variable that is divided at each node. For a database that is big in size, the NBTree classifier is very helpful, if the size of the database is non uniform and the features are not unavoidably autonomous, the strength of the NBTree becomes prominent. The database of the spam emails follows the above described pattern. The task of interpreting the classifier is straightforward just as we have in Naïve Bayes. The decision tree partitions the data into different part and Naïve Bayes explains the different subdivision (also known as leaf) [80] .
C4.5/J48 decision tree algorithm
J48 is a modified, redistributed and freely available version of C4.5 decision tree algorithm. J48 is developed by studying data at the nodes which are used to examine the meaning of prevailing attributes. The authors claimed in [81] , that the most commonly used and the most effective decision tree algorithm method is the C4.5 algorithm. A tree model is produced by the decision tree through the use of only one feature at a time. The algorithm uses the value of the feature to rearrange the dataset. And proceed to search for the areas of the dataset that obviously have one class and indicate those areas as leaves. For the remaining areas that contain classes that are more than one, the algorithm selects alternative features. It also maintains the dividing process with just the number of occurrences in such areas pending the time that the leaves are completely created, or there is absence of feature that can be utilised to create at least one leave varied in the conflicted areas. The decision tree produced by C4.5 can be applied for solving different classification problems. The algorithm selects the features that it can further divide into subclasses at each node. The output of the categorisation or result obtained is denoted by a leaf node [28] .
Logistic model tree induction (LMT)
LMT is a type of decision tree that uses logistic regression models on leaves. This classifier has proved to have a higher degree of accuracy and robustness in diverse research fields. The main drawback of this approach is the high computational complexity incurred when there is an inducement of the logistic regression models into the tree. A prediction of a model is created by organising the tree down to the leaf and applying the logistic prediction model related to such leaf. The strength of the logistic model is that it is simple to decode and translate compared to C4.5 trees. Moreover, it has been proven that trees produced by LMT have a reduced size compared to those created by C4.5 induction. The authors in [80] revealed in their paper that there is a reduction in training time needed to create the logistic model tree compared to Naïve Bayes classifier and also gives superior result compared to Naïve Bayes classifier when they were applied to solve email spam filtering problem.
In this review work, we discussed the popular iterative Dichotomiser 3 (ID3) algorithm proposed by Ross Quinlan to build the decision tree using entropy and information gain. The entropy evaluates the adulteration of a random corpus of email samples while the information gain is used to compute entropy by dividing the email sample by some features. Assuming we have an email dataset E with classifications c j , entropy is computed using Eq. (15) below:
The relationship between the entropy and information gain represented in Eq. (16) By partitioning the email dataset in relation to least entropy, the resultant email dataset has the highest information gain and so impurity (emails contain both spam and ham) of the dataset is reduced. The dataset can be tested using the decision tree algorithm after the tree is created from the training email dataset. The email dataset being tested undergo some processing in the tree using some predefined rules pending the time it will get to a leaf node. The label in the leaf node is then assigned to the tested data. Below in Fig. 6 is a theoretical tree that illustrate how the decision tree algorithm carries out its spam filtering operation. F represents the features or words in the email message. V depicts the values or word frequencies of some words contained in the email message. C depicts the labels which are either spam/ham.
Ensemble classifiers
Ensemble learning is a new approach in which a group of different classifiers are trained and assembled to further improve the classification accuracy of the complete system on identical problem, in this case it is spam filtering. They are a class of machine learning algorithm that work in harmony and are applied to enhance the classification performance of the whole system. In [82] , the authors advocated the assembling of different filters as a very fascinating approach to effectively handle spams which now comes in different forms. The most widely accepted ensemble classifiers are bagging and boosting [83] . These algorithms train classifier instances on various subsets of the complete data set. Bagging combines the outputs of trained classifiers on sample drawn from a larger sample of the data set.
Dietterich [84] presented an overview of several ways of building ensembles and also presented an account to justify the reason for using ensembles and why their performance is better than their single members. Adeva, Beresi and Calvo [85] presented the significance of variety for the productive merging of different classifiers. A remarkable implementation of ensemble approach is found in Random Forests where a number of decision trees are created for an identical problem and their outputs are combined to obtain the most superior classification decision on the whole [86] . Bagging (also known as bootstrap aggregating) is an ensemble meta-learning algorithm that is normally used for decision tree methods. For instance, the random forest algorithm is an ensemble method for decision trees that is recognised for attaining great classification accuracy. Bagging ensembles was used by [39] to prevent poisoning attacks on spam filters. Random forests have been successfully used to create a model for spam detection as explained by [43, 125] .
Boosting is a very efficient technique that combines a series of "weak" learners to create a single learner that is stronger than the individual learner [39] . Boosting is classified as a learning algorithm which is centered on the theory of hybridisation of several weak hypotheses, a very good example is the AdaBoost system. The objective of boosting is to obtain a very accurate classification rule by amalgamating several weak rules or weak hypotheses each of which may be only relatively accurate. A learner is trained in every phase of the classification process, and the result of each phase is used to add credence to data for the upcoming phases [87] . AdaBoost is the most popular boosting algorithm. It was proposed by [88] . AdaBoost can produce a good output even when the performance of the weak learners are unsatisfactory. At present Boosting is now been applied in the field of classification, regression, face recognition and so on. Boosting algorithms that utilised confidence rated projections are being applied to solve spam filtering problem. Literature have also shown that they can produce classification results that are better than that of Bayesian and decision tree approaches [87] . AdaBoost has become a widely accepted machine learning algorithm because of its astounding performance in solving classification problems. It is believed among some statisticians that AdaBoost has some relationship with logistic regression probability maximisation [89] . The widespread use of AdaBoost according to Rob Schapire is not unconnected with the advantages that the approach have over some other learning algorithm. AdaBoost is fast, the algorithm is straightforward and easy to program, absence of parameter tuning (except T) makes is less cumbersome. It is adaptable and can combine well with any learning algorithm. Also, there no need of any previous knowledge about weak learner. It is verifiably efficient, provided it can always locate rough rules of thumb. The algorithm is very adaptable, and can be used with data that is textual, numeric or discrete in nature. It has been expanded further to learning problems that are outside binary classification. The AdaBoost algorithm for detecting spam email is show in algorithm 8 below: 
Random forests (RF)
Random forest (RF) is an example of ensemble learning approach and regression technique appropriate for solving problems that pertains to classifying data into groups [90] . Random forest was first proposed by [91] . The algorithm carry out prediction through the use of decision trees. At the training stage, some of decision trees are created by the program writer. These decision trees are subsequently utilised for the task of predicting the group; this is accomplished by taking into account the selected groups of every distinct trees and the group that have the highest number of vote is taken as the result. RF technique is gaining more popularity these days and it has find application in different fields and in literature it has been used to provide solution to analogous problem, as found in [41, 92, 93] . Some of the strength of Random forests is that it usually have lesser classification error and superior f-scores compared to decision trees. Also, its performance is usually up to or even better than that of SVMs, even though they are considerably easier to comprehend for humans. Its performance is really good with disproportionate data sets that is characterised by some missing variables. It provides an efficient mechanism for computing the approximate value of missing data and preserving precision in situations where a considerable percentage of the data are lost. RF allows the user to grow as many trees as possible. The speed of execution is high. It was demonstrated in [91] that using RF to process a set of data with 50,000 cases and 100 variables, will generate 100 trees in 660 seconds on a computer with processor speed of 800Mhz. In situations where the size of the data sets is enormous, much of the needed memory is for the storage of the data and three arrays of whole numbers having equal magnitudes as the data.
Computing the closeness shows that increase in the storage space needed is directly proportional to the amount of instances multiplied by the quantity of trees. RFs produces several trees used for classification. The task of classifying a new data from an input vector begins by placing the input vector along each of the trees in the forest. Every tree will perform its classification which is often referred to as the tree "votes" for that group. The forest decides which of the groups have the overall highest votes in the forest. The algorithm 8 below succinctly outline the steps involved in the construction of forest trees. 
Deep learning algorithms
Deep learning is a new emerging area which exploits artificial intelligence and machine learning to learn features directly from the data, using multiple nonlinear processing layers. Deep learning models can achieve very high accuracy in email spam classification. Deng and Yu [94] discussed various deep learning techniques, their classification into supervised, unsupervised and hybrid deep networks depending on their architectures and applications like computer vision, language modeling, text processing, multimodal learning, and information retrieval.
The fundamental constituent of deep learning is the multilayered hierarchical data representation typically in the form of a neural network with more than two layers. These type of techniques allow spontaneous integrating of data features of a upper level to the lower ones. A neural network (NN) comprises of various unified neurons. The type of application being used will determined the number of neurons and the connections among them. According to [94] , the deep learning methods can be categorised into the following:
Unsupervised Deep networks (also known as generative learning).
Examples of deep networks include Autoencoder, Sparse Autoencoder (SAE), Stacked Sparse Autoencoder (SSAE), Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs), Deep Belief Networks (DBNs), Deep Boltzmann Machines (DBMs), and generalised denoising autoencoders. They can be used to expressively produce samples by sampling from the networks, and so they are referred to as generative models. In unsupervised deep learning, there is no provision for labels during training and the overall purpose is to denote a function which is used to represent unseen structure from an unlabeled data. Unsupervised deep learning models performs different functions such as density estimation, clustering, feature learning (or representation learning), dimension reduction and others. This makes them a better algorithm for email spam filtering. The main benefit of the unsupervised learning lies in situations where there is a large volume of unlabelled data. Using unsupervised deep learning methods for such huge data enables easy learning of features that are better likened to handcrafted features. According to [95] the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) has been a hot research area of late. CNN is advantageous because of its reliable fault tolerance, parallel processing and self-learning ability. It have been successfully applied in the field of email spam filtering. Albelwi and Mahmood [96] described the Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) as a kind of feed-networks that draws its inspiration from biology. The network has light local connections and weight distribution among its neurons. A CNN comprises of several trainable phases piled up on top of each other, after which there is a supervised classifier and series of arrays termed feature maps which denote both input and output of each stage. CNNs are characteristically made up of several categories of layers, comprising of convolutional, pooling, and fully-connected layers. Automatic learning of feature description that is very discriminative without the need for hand-crafted features is possible in CNNs through the piling up of several layers. The workings of a CNN is different from the traditional backpropagation neural network (BPN) because a BPN operates on isolated hand-crafted image features whereas, a CNN operates precisely on an email message to mine valuable, essential features for classification. Below is a CNN algorithm for spam email classification. (continued ) Several Machine Learning techniques used in email spam filtering have been published in literatures. It is obvious from our study that in the bid to apply machine learning algorithm to solve the email spam problem, different learning algorithms are proposed each time thereby adding to the ever-expanding pool of machine learning algorithms for filtering spam mails. Evaluation of the performance of filters using only some figures is becoming more of an uphill task. Some studies have been devoted to evaluating the effectiveness of filters under similar situations using certain benchmarks. Such studies help us to identify the techniques that have superior performance under some circumstances. They also made clear the significance of taking into consideration other traits in the email in addition the headers and the body.
Karthika and Visalakshi [97] proposed an approach that combined and implemented Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithms for spam classification. The proposed technique is a hybrid model which relies on selecting the features of emails for their classification. The SVM basically works as the classifier i.e. the classification algorithm while the feature selection of emails is implemented by the ACO algorithm for efficiency and accuracy. The proposed method permits more than one mail to be classified at a time with an improved speed of execution. The proposed method performs better than some state-of-the-art (i.e. kNN, NB and SVM) classification methods in terms of accuracy, precision and recall. Adopting ACO algorithm for feature selection offers an improved efficiency in spam mails classification. The drawback of their approach is low performance. This shows that there is still room for further improvement of the email spam classification.
Awad and Foqaha [1] used the hybrid of Radial Basis Function Neural Networks (RBFNN) with PSO algorithm (HC-RBFPSO) algorithms for spam email filtering. One of the strength of their proposed method is that it has good classification accuracy. It can effectively act as a reliable alternative to other existing spam mail classification techniques. Classification accuracy was the only parameter upon which the performance of the proposed method was evaluated. Other factors like precision and recall were not considered in the evaluation of the system. Their proposed method is not an improvement over already existing methods.
Sharma and Suryawanshi [99] applied the hybrid of kNN and Spearmen Correlation for detecting spam email. It is very difficult to assess the effectiveness of their proposed system as the performance was not evaluated against proven classification techniques. Thus, it is difficult to ascertain if it is an improvement of existing methods.
Awad and ELseuofi [100] reviewed six state of the art machine learning methods (Bayesian classification, k-NN, ANNs, SVMs, Artificial Immune System and Rough sets) and their applicability to the problem of spam email classification. Their performances in terms of precision, accuracy, and recall were compared using SpamAssassin dataset. The techniques compared all have very poor performance. The performances of kNN and AIS was very poor and also proves to be poor classifier for spam email classification. Rough sets algorithm has the worst performance. The performance result of the six machine learning methods was measured in terms of spam recall, precision and accuracy. The neural networks was the most simple and fastest algorithm among the six, while the rough sets method is the most complicated.
Rajamohana, Umamaheswari and Abirami [101] proposed adaptive binary flower pollination algorithm (ABFPA) which is a global optimisation technique which was used to extract features for review spam classification. The dataset used for measuring the performance of their approach was built by Ott et al [118] . The performance of their proposed technique was very low compared to some existing techniques.
Alkaht and Al-Khatib [102] used the multi stage Neural Network to filter spam emails. Their proposed technique outperformed Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) and perceptron classifiers. Also, applying this method in spam filtering produced better result than applying it for scenes classification in multispectral images, where originally it was adopted. The algorithm's performance for scenes classification and spam filtering was poor. The time taken to train the data set by their proposed method is too long. The test on Arabic and bilingual emails classification was not enough to judge the capability of the proposed system; the result was not good. This is basically due to the low quality of the dataset used for training, which was randomly collected emails. The small size of training dataset was not enough to cover the diversity of the whole dataset. Arabic language morphological properties were not taken into consideration to let the classifier be as general as possible. The proposed method did not use email features that can be extracted and used for training datasets to detect spam mails.
Sharma, Prajapat and Aslam [103] applied multilayer perceptron neural network (MLP) and naive Bayesian models using keywords selection method. They also quantify their results using statistical measures on emails as either spam or ham on TREC07 dataset. A major drawback of MLP model is that the training is slow as it takes a longer time to build compared to NB. Mousavi and Ayremlou [104] proposed the Naïve Bayesian algorithm for spam classification. The implementation of an algorithm called Porter Stemming in MATLAB is used for suffix stripping in email spam classification. The training of the algorithm with a larger training set yielded a better performance in terms of precision, with lower rate of recall. Their work did not consider classification accuracy in evaluating the training set. The performance of the training set was not evaluated against any tested algorithm. Hence, the performance of the proposed algorithm cannot be ascertained. The scope of the research work is too narrow; almost proffering nothing. The research work, together with its implemented algorithm does not make any significant contribution.
Dhanaraj and Palaniswami [105] applied the combination of Firefly algorithm and Naïve Bayes for email classification in in a distributed environment using the CSDMC2010 spam corpus dataset. Firefly algorithm was used to optimise and select the feature space with the best fitness. The spam classification was done with the Naïve Bayes classifier. The proposed method was not an improvement over existing methods in terms of specificity. The performance of the proposed method was not evaluated using other performance metrics that can prove the effectiveness of their approach. Choudhary and Dhaka [106] applied the Genetic Algorithm for automatic classification of emails. The algorithm was able to successfully differentiate between spam and ham emails. The proposed method was not evaluated in terms of common email classification metrics like accuracy, precision, recall, and computation time. Hence, it performance in comparison to other methods cannot be rated. Other limitations peculiar to GA algorithm and its variants also applies to the proposed method. The over-all efficiency of the genetic algorithm based email identification depends on the large number of parameters like: email data set, number of words in the data dictionary, chromosome size, size of each group in the data dictionary and so on. On the other hand, the type of mail also affects the performance of GA based filtering techniques like url, image type, text type and so on. Palanisamy, Kumaresan and Varalakshmi [107] applied the hybrid of combined negative selection algorithm (NSA) and PSO using a local outlier factor (LOF) as the fitness function for the detector generation for email classification on Ling spam dataset. The performance of their system cannot be really evaluated as factors like precision, recall, computation time, and false positives were not used in evaluating the performance of the system. Only the classification accuracy of the method was used in assessing it performance. The proposed work can be further enhanced to improve its efficiency by using better optimization technique as the classification accurate is still very low. Shrivastava and Bindu [108] applied Genetic Algorithm with Heuristic Fitness Function for email spam classification. The method was tested on 2248 mails. Genetic Algorithms do not work well when the population size is small and the rate of change is too high. Performance measures like precision, recall, computation time, and false positives were not used in evaluating the performance of the system. Zavvar, Rezaei and Garavand [109] implemented email spam detection by using the fusion of Particle Swarm Optimization, Artificial Neural Network and Support Vector Machine on spambase datasets retrieved from UCI repository. The proposed method was compared with other methods such as data classification Self Organizing Map (SOM) and K-Means based on Area Under Curve (AUC). The proposed method have low performance. Factors like precision, recall, computation time, and false positives were not used in evaluating the performance of the system. Idris and Mohammad [110] presented an AIS based email classification technique for spam detection. The drawback of their technique is that they did not use any standard metric to evaluate its performance neither was the effectiveness compared with any other standard spam filtering method. Factors like accuracy, precision and computation time were not used in the evaluation of the proposed system. Sosa [111] applied Sinespam, a spam classification technique using Machine Learning to classify a corpus of 2200 e-mails from several senders to various receivers gathered by the ISP. While the NN method have a relatively high accuracy and is advantageous, its spam precision performance is not sufficient for it to be used without supervision. To enhance the efficiency of this technique, there is need for added members or adjustments of the feature set. A combination of keywords and descriptive characteristics may provide more accurate classification, as well as the combination of spam classification techniques. Renuka, Visalakshi and Sankar [112] used the hybrid of GA-NB and ACO-NB for email classification on spambase dataset. The spam classification is implemented using Naïve Bayes algorithm while feature selection is executed using ant colony optimization algorithm. The proposed technique performed very poorly.
Bhagyashri and Pratap [113] applied the Bayesian filter for automatic emails classification. The classification using Bayesian filter is done according to the method defined by Graham [114] . The performance of the proposed method was tested using SpamAssassin dataset. A major drawback of the Bayesian spam filtering technique is that it may be vulnerable to Bayesian poisoning, a technique used by spammers in an bid to reduce the efficacy of spam filters that depend on Bayesian filtering. The performance of the method was not compared with any other standard algorithm. Zhao and Zhang [115] used the Rough Set and Naïve Bayes for email classification on spambase dataset taken from UCI repository. They used the rough set theory to develop email classification model. Their method have a moderately low performance in terms of precision and recall. The proposed system was not tested with real time data. Kumar and Arumugam [116] applied the combination of probabilistic neural network for classification of spam mails while Particle Swarm Optimization is used for feature selection. The proposed system have low performance in terms of accuracy, specificity and sensitivity.
Akinyelu and Adewumi [90] proposed Random Forest for classifying phishing attacks with the method used by Fette et al [92] on a dataset comprising 2000 phishing and ham emails. The proposed technique only used two performance metrics to measure the performance of the proposed technique. This is not sufficient to determine the effectiveness of a method. Akshita [117] applied the Deep Learning technique to content based spam classification. The author used DL4J deep network on PU1, PU2, PU3, PUA and Enron spam datasets. All the methods used have good performance. The performance of the proposed system was compared with Dense MLP, SDAE and DBN. The major shortcoming of SDAE and DBN is the huge time required in training the spam filters.
A summary of published papers that attempted spam filtering using machine learning techniques is in Table 4 below.
The previous literatures surveyed revealed some important suggestions that could help in fighting the threat posed by spam emails. However, there are some drawbacks which could possibly be caused by the area of focus of the researchers. Presented below are the summary of research gaps found in many of the surveyed literatures.
Some papers focused on feature-free methods for email spam filtering since it have proven to have higher accuracy than the feature-based technique. It should however be noted that feature-free techniques have a high computational cost since it usually take much longer time in its e-mail classification task. It also suffers from implementation complexity. Some studies considered using subject line, header, and message body as the most important feature in classifying messages as either spam or ham. However, it is worth mentioning that suspicious subject line, header and body alone can lead to error in spam mail classification. Users might also need to select features manually. Other researcher discovered that bag of words model are relatively effective features for filtering spam and phishing emails, and email headers are features which are as critical as message body in detecting spam mails. Most of the researchers did not put the computational cost into consideration in the choice of which machine learning technique to use for spam mail filtering. Their main focus is performance in terms of classification accuracy. Some researchers used the behavioural patterns of spammers as an important aspect of spam detection while machine learning algorithms were used for extracting the important features from the message body. Comprehensive feature engineering might be required for better accuracy. Except for Deep learning, the other machine learning techniques applied to email spam filtering have the limitation of average fault tolerance, lack of parallel processing and low self-learning capability.
Discussion
Machine learning algorithms have been extensively applied in the field of spam filtering. Substantial work have been done to improve the effectiveness of spam filters for classifying emails as either ham (valid messages) or spam (unwanted messages) by means of ML classifiers. They have the ability to recognise distinctive characteristics of the contents of emails. Many significant work have been done in the field of spam filtering using techniques that does not possess the ability to adapt to different conditions; and on problems that are exclusive to some fields e.g. identifying messages that are hidden inside a stego image. Most of the machine learning algorithms used for classification of tasks were designed to learn about inactive objective groups. The authors in [119] posited that when these algorithms are trained on data that has some data that have been poisoned by an enemy, it makes the algorithms susceptible to a number of different attacks on the reliability and accessibility of the data. As a matter of fact, manipulating as minute as 1% of the training data is enough in certain instances [120] . Though it might be strange to hear that the data supplied by an enemy is used to train a system, it does happen in some real world systems. Examples include spam detection systems, spam connection, financial fraud, credit card fraud, and other unwelcome deeds where the earlier deeds of the enemy are a major origin of training data. The unfortunate thing is that a good number systems are re-trained regularly using the new instances of undesirable activities. This serves as a launching pad for attacker to launch more attacks on such system.
One of the open problem that needs to be addressed is handling of threat to the security of the spam filters. Though some attempt have been made to address this problem. For example, the threat model for adaptive spam filters proposed by [121] categorises attacks based to whether they are causative or exploratory, targeted or indiscriminate, and if they are meant to interrupt reliability or accessibility. The purpose of causative attack is to trigger error in categorisation of messages, whereas an exploratory attack aims to determine the classification of a message or set of messages. An attacks on integrity is meant to have a negative influence on the classification of spam, on the other hand, attacks on accessibility is meant to have a negative influence on the c classification of ham. The fundamental purpose of a spammer is to send spam which cannot be seized by the filter (or user) and labeled as spam. There are other potential capabilities of attack which all depend entirely on the ability to send random messages grouped as spam. A larger percentage of spam filters are nevertheless susceptible to different kinds of attack. For example, Bayes filter is susceptible to mimicry attack [120] . Naïve Bayes and AdaBoost also demonstrated endless deterioration to adversary control attack.
Further research work need to be conducted to tackle the fact that email spam filtering is a concept drift problem. As such, while the spam filter researchers are trying to increase the prognostic accuracy of the filter, the spammers are also evolving and trying to surpass the efficiency of the spam filters. It becomes very important to develop more efficient techniques that will adequately handle the trend or progression in spam features that makes them to evade many spam filters undetected. The most successful technique applied in filtering spam is the content based spam filtering approach which classify emails as either spam or ham depending on the data that made up the content of the message. Examples of this technique include Bayesian Filtering, SVM, kNN classifier, Neural Network, AdaBoost classifier, and others. Systems based on machine learning approach facilitates learning and adjustment to recent dangers posed to the security of spam filters. They also have the capacity to counter curative channels that spammers are using.
We hereby suggest that the future of email spam filters lies in deep learning for content-based classification and deep adversarial learning techniques. Deep learning is a kind of machine learning technique that allows computers to learn from experience and knowledge devoid of explicit programming and mine valuable patterns from primitive data [122] . The traditional machine learning algorithms finds it very hard to mine adequately-represented features because to the limitations that characterised such algorithms. The shortcomings of the usual machine learning algorithms include: need for knowledge from expert in a particular field, curse of dimensionality, and high computational cost. Deep learning have been applied to solve representation problem by creating several naive features to represent a complicated concept. Deep learning will be far more effective in solving the problem of spam email because as number of available training data is increasing, the effectiveness and efficiency of deep learning becomes more pronounced. Deep learning models have the capacity to solve sophisticated problems by using intricate and huge models. Thus, they exploit the computational power of modern CPUs and GPUs. Deep learning is generally considered to be a black box since we have imperfect knowledge of the explanations behind its high performance. Despite the huge success of deep learning in solving many problems, it has been discovered lately that deep neural networks are susceptible to adversarial examples. Adversarial examples are unnoticeable to human but can effortlessly fool deep neural networks during the testing/deploying phase. The helplessness to adversarial examples becomes one of the foremost dangers for using deep neural networks in situations where safety is very crucial. Therefore, the adversarial deep learning technique is a great method that is yet to be exploited in email spam filtering.
Summarily, the open research problems in email spam filtering are itemized below:
Lack of effective strategy to handle the threats to the security of the spam filters. Such an attack can be causative or exploratory, targeted or indiscriminate attack. The inability of the current spam filtering techniques to effectively deal with the concept drift phenomenon. Majority of the existing email spam filters does not possess the capacity to incrementally learn in real-time. Conventional spam email classification techniques are no longer viable to cope in real time environment that is characterised by evolving data streams and concept drift. The need to develop adapted, scalable, and integrated filters by applying ontology and semantic web to spam email filtering. Lack of filters that have the capacity to dynamically update the feature space. Majority of the existing spam filters are unable to incrementally add or delete features without re-creating the model totally to keep abreast of current trends in email spam filtering. The need to apply deep learning to spam filtering in order to exploit its numerous processing layers and many levels of abstraction to learn representations of data. The inevitable need to design spam filters with lower processing and classification time using Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) and FieldProgrammable Gate Array (FPGA) with their advantage of low power consumption, reconfigurability, and real-time processing capability for real-time processing and classification.
Conclusion
In this study, we reviewed machine learning approaches and their application to the field of spam filtering. A review of the state of the art algorithms been applied for classification of messages as either spam or ham is provided. The attempts made by different researchers to solving the problem of spam through the use of machine learning classifiers was discussed. The evolution of spam messages over the years to evade filters was examined. The basic architecture of email spam filter and the processes involved in filtering spam emails were looked into. The paper surveyed some of the publicly available datasets and performance metrics that can be used to measure the effectiveness of any spam filter. The challenges of the machine learning algorithms in efficiently handling the menace of spam was pointed out and comparative studies of the machine learning technics available in literature was done. We also revealed some open research problems associated with spam filters. In general, the figure and volume of literature we reviewed shows that significant progress have been made and will still be made in this field. Having discussed the open problems in spam filtering, further research to enhance the effectiveness of spam filters need to be done. This will make the development of spam filters to continue to be an active research field for academician and industry practitioners researching machine learning techniques for effective spam filtering. Our hope is that research students will use this paper as a spring board for doing qualitative research in spam filtering using machine learning, deep leaning and deep adversarial learning algorithms.
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